2006 lexus gs300 starter

Your Account. Support Center. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Select Part. Select
Fitment. We ship from multiple warehouses across the country, so you get your part as soon as
possible. Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Covers everything; parts and
shipping costs. Experts in auto parts since â€” rated 4. The part you are searching for is not
available online. Please contact us for further information. We carry the top Starter brands. Best
in class warranty and free shipping available on most parts. Order online at BuyAutoParts. If
you are having some trouble finding the right Starter for your specific Lexus GS or have any
questions, please give us a call or chat with us online. Our experienced team of auto parts
specialists will find what you need and provide you the best price available. We are proud to
provide industry leading customer service and warranties. Our customers love working with us
and continue to show us their appreciation by leaving us outstanding online reviews. Click here
for Mobile version. Home Toggle navigation. Your Account Support Center. We've got your back
Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Return for any reason within 60 days for a
full refund. Your part can be more easily found using the Diff Wizard. Thank You! Secure
Shopping. All rights reserved. My has failed to start twice, even after sitting for two days. The
first time, it was towed to the dealer and the service advisor attempted to start and no-go;
however later that same day, when the technician attempted, it started up fine. The dealer tried
to duplicate the problem for several days, but no success. There was no check engine light or
code. Then about three week later after fueling up at the service station, it failed to start again. I
pushed to a nearby parking space and let it sit overnight until I could have it towed the next
morning. The next morning, the two driver also tried to started without success; however, once
it was downloaded at the dealer, the tow driver tried to start it again, and it fired up The dealer
kept it for a week and has not been able to determine the problem, however, they suspect it
maybe the fuel pressure sensor. Could it be the fuel pump or regulator? I don't suspect an
electrical problem because there is not lost of cranking power and no codes or check engine
light. I would run a complete diagnostic check on it before spending any money on parts that
may or may not fix the fault. If you know someone who has a decent scanner snap-on, etc plug
in the next time it doesn't start and check for engine revs crank sensor while turning over This
would also result in no injector pulse, etc. Yeah, my first thought was a fuel vapor lock. I will
have to do a little research on chasing that though. The dealer ran an complete diagnostic
check and found nothing. I am trying not to drive it too far from home since I there is no
indication as to when the no-start might occur, but I might have to buy a scanner and keep in
the car just to be able to check; my check code scanner didn't register anything when it stopped
before. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with
your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead.
Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic.
Recommended Posts. Taylorshop 0 Posted September 11, Posted September 11, Link to post
Share on other sites. TrevC 25 Posted September 12, Posted September 12, Hi Charlie Another
possibility could be fuel vapour lock or blockage in the system. Taylorshop 0 Posted September
13, Posted September 13, Thanks Trevor, Yeah, my first thought was a fuel vapor lock. Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Followers 0. Go to topic
listing. Similar Content. Hi, I'm a new member and a Lexus owner for 16 years. A recent incident
compelled me to post here and to get some advices. Currently I drive a GS All maintenance
services and repairs were done at the dealer. Ten days ago, I drove out of the parking lot and
noticed the "check engine" light was on. I pulled of to the roadside, turned off the engine and
tried to re-start, but did not succeed. I called AAA and the car was towed to the nearest auto
shop. My friend came to pick me up. He tried to start the car. This time it actually got started. I
decided to drive straight to the Lexus dealer. After the Lexus technician inspected the car, they
said the Fuel Pressure Sensor needed to be replaced. After they replaced it, they discovered
that the Fuel Pump and Spark Plugs were damaged. I told them that I would have the car towed
to a local mechanic to fix the fuel pump at a lower price. Next day, the dealer wanted to keep me
there and offered to fix the fuel pump for free. However, they found another problem with the
fuel gauge. They also offered to replace the fuel gauge at no cost. I agreed to let them complete
the repair but requested to keep the old parts for me to take away. They had no problem with my
request. Three days later, the service consultant told me that I could not have the old parts back
because the dealer repaired the car under "Gooldwill Warranty" so the old parts had to be
returned to the manufacturer. At this point, I was so confused and aggravated that every phone
call there was something new came up. I asked him to explain the whole process in writing and
email to me. He would not do it but said a manager would contact me the next day. Any
comment on my experience? Sign In Sign Up. News Club News Photos Videos. Unread Content
Members Gallery. People who own vehicles that have a rough and tough look typically know
how to have fun at all times. By choosing a vehicle like the Lexus GS you can show the driver's

style anywhere you go. Don't forget that if you drive a rugged style of vehicle, you can damage
the vehicle while playing off the paved road and replacement parts can be expensive on a
vehicle such as the Lexus GS Authentic Lexus automobiles offer the ideal balance of beautiful
lines and superior driving experience. High quality parts are an important aspect of a great
vehicle and contribute to its ability to hug those curves and provide you with years of use. One
of these great vehicles is the Lexus GS Getting a car with luxurious features typically leads to a
higher expense, not only on the initial purchase but on replacement parts as well and should be
kept in mind any time you consider buying a Lexus GS Lexus designs vehicles that are
optimized for ultimate performance, and as with their other designs, the GS just won't perform
as designed without the best replacement parts. The Lexus GS is a lovely vehicle choice that
can provide you with a smooth, bumpless ride plus plenty of cargo space that comes in handy
when traveling. Take your automobile to a more impressive level of power and performance by
installing performance equipment. Your Lexus GS Starter initiates the engine, the first step
required to start the car. Lexus GS Starters draw electrical power from the car battery to turn on
the car or truck. A car's Lexus GS Starter is an electrical motor that sends out a piston-like
device to connect with the vehicle's flywheel to start the vehicle. Lexus GS Starters are the
components that link the engine battery to the crankshaft. They are available for the following
Lexus GS years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, This part is also
sometimes called Lexus GS Starters. I have order parts for both of my cars from PartsGeek.
Everything I have ordered has arrived undamaged and in a timely fashion. Even when the East
Coast was hammered by a snow storm I still received my starter within a descent time period.
Thanks PartsGeek. So far so good. I've searched all over the web and found that Parts-geek had
the best value for a remanufactored starter that I need to replace my loving 96 Lexus GS I was
kind of weiry at first knowing that I should have gone with Toyota starters or at least Denso, for
the price, I gave pure energy a try and it cranks up fine. Now I don't know how long this product
will last me, but my original starter lasted k miles. We'll just have to see. It's a starter and sits by
itself, shouldn't have any problems. I was very pleased with my starter. It only took a couple of
days to receive it. Works excellent will be a returning customer. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service
page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Core Price [? Product Note:
Remanufactured Starter -- 1. Manufacturer Nippondenso. Product SKU: W Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Pure Energy Starter. Denso W Starter. Product SKU: Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. Read more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Lexus GS Vehicle
Engine Lexus GS Catalog: A. Catalog: C. Catalog: H. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: S. So how
do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste
your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. Transmission problem shifting from 1 to 3 and don't shift up more than that,
mechanic asked to change the transmission cause its major problem for this car. Too many
people complaining about that. Takara recall. While coming to a complete stop between mph the
car jerks harshly. I noticed if I put the car in neutral it wont jerk. When I was driving at night, all
of a sudden driver side headlight low beam turned off and I was driving with one light all alone. I
tried switching on and off but still didn't resolved. Next day morning both lights were glowing
but the driver side light went off after min. Then I turned off and on, it came back. Not sure
whether its a faulty light bulb or something else. Search CarComplaints. My vehicle head light
flickers on and off. When it flickers out, if you turn the light switch off and on, it turns the light
back on. The light may stay on or flicker back out without knowing. Weeks later, I was notified
by a random person the same light was out. Again, turning the switch on and off, allowed the
light to turn on, but later flickering out and on. I took the vehicle in to Lexus, they first said it
sounded like the light bulb was burning out, but later identified it as a component inside the
light housing. An issue with unstable headlights would be a safety issue on the vehicle. I
believe the manufacture should have to recall a part which should last on average to any other
vehicle on the highway. The cost to repair it, makes it even more of a safety issue, because
most people will not replace the entire light assembly, if you can just turn the light switch off
and on to start the light working again. What happens one minute the light is on, the next it is
out? Lexus, should be responsible for ensuring this is a stable component of the light
assembly, not the consumer! As I was driving one evening both headlights turned off alone. I
turned the knob off and on and they restarted, but now continue to turn off intermittently.
Sometimes one sometimes both after different amounts of time. I have had the bulbs replaced
but the problem still persists. This is extremely dangerous. My headlights keep going out. I've

replaced the lamps and this wont fix the problem. I cant believe Lexus is letting this continue
with such a major safety issue of having non working headlights. They go on and off at all
times. I've got kids and im terrified to drive any time close to night fall with them in the car. I
notice they are on then 5 minutes later they flicker off. I turn the switch on and off and they stay
on for a bit then turn off again. This is a major safety issue and it looks like its affecting many of
us. Its so frustrating that I cant get a reason for it and I've gotten 3 different estimates on the
repair for 5 different things. No on can tell me what the problem is they just want me to start
replacing things for 1,'s of dollars and no guarantee that it will solve the problem. This is just
ridiculous. Someone please help us. I own a Lexus GS with currently 80, miles and for the past 2
months, the headlights seem to turn itself off while driving.. I have to turn the light switch off
and on for it to work again for another few minutes and it would turn itself off again. I've been
high beamed and honked at several times. It doesn't matter if the headlights are in automatic or
manual mode. Its been very frustrating dealing with this problem. I love my car but I don't want
put me, my kids, or anyone else's life in danger should my headlights go out or get pulled over
by the police!!! I feel like I cant be driving my car at night if this problem keeps happening!!! The
contact owns a Lexus GS The contact stated that she received three separate recall letters from
the manufacturer for the electrical system, rear brake calipers, and the fuel delivery pipes. The
dealer advised that it would take a week for the parts to arrive for the repairs. The contact was
also informed that it would take an additional week for the actual repairs to be completed. She
was concerned that the recall was initiated due to a defect and possible safety related issue;
however, the dealer was not equipped with the necessary parts for the recall repair. The current
and failure mileages were less than 20, Lexus gs Headlamp goes out! With each repair visit the
dealer responded the same way. We cannot replicate the problem, can't fix it until we can. The
vehicle has been returned four times to the owner with the headlamp not working. Four separate
visits to the Lexus dealerships during a nine month period generated the same response. First
the headlamp was replaced. Two days later the same problem occurred. The headlamp went out
while the vehicle was being driven at night. Headlamp problems are known to exist, however
Lexus keeps no records of owner reported headlamp problems on their maintenance records.
My dealership record shows no record of the vehicle ever being serviced for problems beyond
the original headlamp replacement. All attempts to have Lexus corporate re-purchase the
vehicle has been refused, first by vaughn wendelstaph, then paulette criss, vp. How many fatal
crashes due to a Lexus failed headlamps are required before Lexus takes responsibility for the
defect, recalls the vehicles, and removes the safety hazard from the road? Lexus has offered to
waste more of my time and continue to guess at what the problem might be and replace random
parts until they get it right. In the meantime I'm told to continue to drive this moving hazard and
putting myself, my family, and all other passengers at risk. I urge all Lexus owners having a
Lexus lemons headlamp safety or other road hazard problem. Blog your response to
lexuslemons. Driver side headlight goes out shortly after being turned on. I had this same issue
about 3 to 4 months ago with my passenger side headlight. The dealer says that they replaced
the wires and housing on the passenger side headlight since they could not verify the exact
issue. I am concerned that this is a electrical issue. My car is a Lexus gs Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. I was very pleased with my starter. It only took a
couple of days to receive it. Works excellent will be a returning customer. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Acceleration Sensor. Alternator Coupler. Alternator Decoupler
Pulley. Alternator Decoupler Pulley Tool. Alternator Pulley. Camshaft Position Solenoid
Connector. Coil Boot. Crank Position Sensor. Direct Ignition Coil. Direct Ignition Coil Boot.
Direct Ignition Coil Boot Kit. Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor Connector. Generator Drive
End Bearing. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil Connector Kit. Ignition Coil Set. Knock Sensor. Knock
Sensor Connector. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. Vapor Canister
Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid Connector. Variable Timing Solenoid. Variable
Timing Solenoid Connector. Variable Timing Solenoid Kit. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals
and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery.
Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. BBB Industries. Pure Energy. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle.
API Starter. Click to Enlarge. Core Price [? Denso Starter. Denso W Starter. Product List Price:.
Features: High-voltage tested armature and field coils to ensure reliable performance Premium
copper terminals to ensure a clean source of electrical current All-new bearings, brushes, and
seals Maximum cranking torque under all conditions Class leaders in size and weight
Environmentally designed to start in cold and hot weather conditions. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Notes: Remanufactured Starter -- 1. Bosch Starter. Features: Built for
extremes! WAI Global Starter. BBB Industries Starter. Pure Energy Starter. Image is not vehicle
specific. Remy Starter. Denso W July 22nd, Posted by Very Pleased. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine
Lexus GS Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Vehicle Lexus GS Catalog: H. Catalog: C. A majority of all

used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Re
wiring diagram for johnson outboard motor
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download motorcycle manuals free
trieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Lexus GS Starter. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Starter part.
Product Fit. Shop Lexus GS Starter. Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA
Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : 10
Teeth; 12 Volts; 1. Part Number: NP Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Helpful Automotive
Resources. To understand the clicking noise, you first need to know how a typical, modern
starting system works. When you turn the key or push the button to start the engine, a control
module or the ignition switch energizes the starter relay. A typical starting circuit. You might be
surprised to find out how many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

